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Abstract
Several deep learning features were recently proposed for visual place recognition (VPR) purpose. Some of them use the
information laid in the image sequences, while others utilize the regions of interest (ROIs) that reside in the feature maps
produced by the CNN models. It was shown in the literature that features produced from a single layer cannot meet multiple
visual challenges. In this work, we present a new collaborative VPR approach, taking the advantage of ROIs feature maps
gathered and combined from two different layers in order to improve the recognition performance. An extensive analysis is
made on extracting ROIs and the way the performance can differ from one layer to another.Our approach was evaluated over
several benchmark datasets including those with viewpoint and appearance challenges. Results have confirmed the robustness
of the proposedmethod compared to the state-of-the-art methods. The area under curve (AUC) and themean average precision
(mAP) measures achieve an average of 91% in comparison with 86% for Max Flow and 72% for CAMAL.
Keywords Visual place recognition · Deep learning · Regions of interest
1 Introduction
Visual place recognition (VPR) systems aim to make a
decision on whether the currently observed place is visited
previously or not. This is important for robots to be able to
localize themselves with respect to the environment, which
in turn is important to successfully complete the navigation
task. This problem in fact is challenging when the robot is
required to work in an everyday environment and for a long
period of time.
The VPR problem is a challenging one due to different
visual effects. The first one is the changes in appearance
over days or seasons [1], such changes may be periodic as
well. The same environment could be visited in any day/night
time, or summer/winter time. The second effect is the vari-
ations in the observation viewpoint [2]. The robot may look
to a different direction when it visits the same place again.
The third is the observed dynamic elements in the scene like
pedestrians, vehicles, etc. [3].
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The VPR research community has been approached the
problem through two major techniques. They are image-
to-sequence matching-based VPR [4] and sequence-to-
sequence matching-based VPR [5]. Even though the former
technique compares a test image to the stored sequence,
most of them use the sequence information in the localiza-
tion process. They assume particularly that the stored images
are recorded in order based on the robot’s previous motion.
On the other hand, the sequence-to-sequence matching tech-
niques have the advantage of matching the full sequence and
get optimal matches, but they face the problem of finding a
solution when the robot deviates from the visited route.
Earlier works on VPR used handcrafted features to repre-
sent the images during the matching process. FabMap work
presented in [2] used the SURF features [6], while SeqS-
LAM [1] has used the downsized and contrast normalized
images as features for matching purpose. The SIFT fea-
tures [7] are used in [8] to represent the images for visual
localization in a highly crowded environment. HOG features
are used in theMax Flow network [5], and a binary descriptor
called LDB was used in the ABLE algorithm [9]. The deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs)-based features have
started attracting the attention of the VPR research commu-
nity due to its promising successful applications in VPR and
other computer vision areas [4,10,11].
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Fig. 1 It can be observed that Conv3 and Conv4 have shown higher
activation responses to primitive features (non-semantic) like corners
and edges. Pool5 hasmoremeaningful ROIs, detecting the semantic and
highly responding to objects with considerable variations in pose and
viewpoint. It is clear that no single layer can produce enough features
for robust VPR. Our proposal presents collaborative ConvNet features
that combine ROIs features from two different layers, Conv3 and Pool5,
to meet the different visual challenges
Research community works on using CNN features for
VPR have been following three major schemes in order to
represent the image using data abstracted from the CNN’s
layers. These schemas depend on the portions of the image
used for the representation. They are (i) global-in and global-
out, (ii) local-in and local-out and (iii) global-in and local-out.
In the global-in and global-out, the entire image is provided
as an input to theCNN.The features are selected as the output
of certainmiddle and end layers [12,13]. Such global features
have shown performance degradation with a highly changing
point of view and appearance resulted due to occlusions. In
the local-in and local-out, pre-identified regions of interest
(ROI) are extracted and supplied as an input to the CNN. The
output of the corresponding active fields of neurons is used
to represent the image [14] and [15]. These representations
are usually able to deal with occlusions and viewpoints but
on the account of computational cost. In the global-in and
local-out, like the first scheme, the entire image is supplied
to the input of the CNN, but discriminative regions from the
middle and last layers are used to represent the image [3,4,
16]. The results reported by works that follow this scheme
have shown larger robustness to occlusions and changes in
the point of view. We follow the third scheme in this paper,
and propose to extract regions from two different layers, then
compactly represent them using a visual codebook. This was
also adopted in [4,16,17] but using very close layers without
addressing multiple challenges as we propose here.
It was shown in the computer vision literature that CNN
layers with different depths respond differently to the visual
input. As reported by Zeiler and Fergus [18], the activations
of the layers exhibit a semantic hierarchy of the image fea-
tures. Experiments in the VPR literature, particularly those
presented in [11,15] have shown that features from the mid-
dle layers in the CNN architectures are better to deal with
the appearance changes including illumination and dynamic
objects. Besides, later layers in the CNN architecture have
shown more robustness to the changes in the viewpoint than
earlier layers. See Fig. 1 for an example of ROIs produced by
the Conv3, Conv4 and Pool5 layers from AlexNet365. In the
first row, the ROIs are represented in different colors. In the
second row, the projection of these activations on the input
image is depicted, where the boxes are referred to the recep-
tive fields of ROI extracted from the featuremaps. According
to this, we claim that combining features from two layers, one
from the middle and another later layer from the CNN, will
provide collaborative features scheme with robust represen-
tation against the multi-challenges datasets which contain
more than one VPR challenge, for example (viewpoint and
illumination, dynamic objects and viewpoint).
We present in this paper a solution to both the viewpoint
and appearance changes. Since information from a single
layer cannot meet both of these challenges as mentioned
above, this work proposes a collaborative features that com-
bine the information from one middle layer with information
from one more deeper layer. The middle layer is able to rec-
ognize changes in the appearance while the deeper layer is
able to recognize the changes in the point of view. Regions
of interest features are extracted from both the middle layer
“Conv3” and the deeper layer “Pool5” from the lightAlex365
architecture. PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of
ROIs vector extracted from the “Conv3” layer and concate-
nate it with the one from the “Pool5” layer. The resulted ROI
vector is encoded using Fisher vector (FV) [19] to obtain
a compact representation in order to improve the efficiency
and speed of the matching process.
Our proposal adopted FV encoding methods inspired by
the several works, following the global-in/local-out scheme,
that have reported enhanced performance using an encoding
method to represent the regions in more compact vectors.
This usually improves the efficiency and the speed of the
search, and leads to more stable representation since it
learns the internal clusters of the data [20,21]. The visual
bag of words (vBoW) codebook [22] is used for encoding
the selected regions in [4]. The work presented in [3] has
introduced the locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [23]
instead of the (vBoW) claiming that it has less complexity
and uses smaller visual codebook. In this work, the resulted
ROI vector is encoded using FV to obtain a compact repre-
sentation in order to improve the efficiency and speed of the
matching process.
The contributions of this paper are stated as follows.
1. Novel collaborative ROIs features that are extracted from
two different layers. Each layer is able to identify different
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visual changes in the test image. Combining the features
from these two different layers improves the overall per-
formance when the system concurrently meets different
visual challenges.
2. FV representation is used for the first time to compactly
represent the extracted features. Due to its less quan-
tization error and longer descriptors, our proposal has
shown superior performance through different datasets.
Although FV produces longer descriptors comparing to
other visual code-books like BoW and VLAD, the time
efficiency of the system is not degraded since a small
number of clusters is enough.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the most recent and relevant works in the VPR lit-
erature. It focuses on the research gaps left behind them and
how our proposal bridges these gaps. Section 3 presents our
proposed method, it shows a detailed description of the dif-
ferent stages of our proposal. The Experimental evaluation
is presented in Sect. 4. A discussion and conclusion remarks
are presented in Sect. 5.
2 Literature Review
We review in this section a fewworks from the general image
classification problem to introduce the idea of feature extrac-
tion and classification using deep CNN architectures. After
that, we review the most state-of-the-art works that discuss
the specific VPR problem. Currently, CNN based has the
main portion of researchers in image content systems such
as image classification, content-based retrieval and VPR sys-
tems. This is due to the fact that CNN models are achieving
state-of-the-art performance and almost human-level perfor-
mance. This achievement was obtained through intensive
investigations starting from (i) introducing a CNN and train
it for the desired job, then, moving to (ii) adopt a more effi-
cient classifier to the used CNN, here multiple approaches
were investigated such as using the output of one layer, or
using multiple layers, or using an encoder to empower the
obtained features and get more discriminative features.
Later, more advanced approaches such as extracting some
specific region from the image using a CNN which is called
“silent regions” or “landmark” show superior performance in
almost all mentioned fields. Examples of these studies are:
In [24], the features extracted from a proposed CNN model
that is called “DL-CNN” were passed through a principal
component analysis (PCA) to represent the image’s salient
features. Then, Euclidean distance was used for calculating
the similarity between the query image and reference images.
Overall, results showed that this system outperforms CNN
when used alone.
Another interesting approach was proposed in [25], where
multiple CNN were integrated to build an ensemble system.
Here, two architecture were investigated, i.e., (1) using mul-
tiple copies of the same model but train each one using a
different set of images, or (2) using different models that are
trained on the same dataset. Hence, each image is represented
by combining the extracted class probability vectors from the
proposed ensemble. Overall, both architectures significantly
outperformed the performance of individual CNN models.
The researchers of Guo et al. [26], showed that combining a
feature fusion approach with CNN can improve the classifi-
cation performance, where multiple spatial–spectral feature
fusion was tested and as a result, all were able to outperform
the performance ofCNN.On the other hand, some impressive
improvement was presented in [27] where the input image is
represented by combining the features extracted from three
descriptors, i.e., improved version of AlexNet, Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP).
Finally, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm
was used for reducing the dimension of the obtained features.
In recent years several researches and solutionswere intro-
duced in order to solve the VPR problem, overcome its
challenging issues and improving its performance. Using
the handcrafted features for building efficient VPR systems
was intensively investigated [1,2,5,28], where approaches
such as the FAB-MAP [2] and SeqSLAM [1] can be consid-
ered as the state-of-the-art VPR handcrafted-based systems.
For instance, FAB-MAP extracts the image features using
the SURF descriptor. Then, the BoW is used to encode the
extracted features, while SeqSLAM searches for all possible
matches in the visual map in order to solve the localiza-
tion problem. In addition, unlike other approaches that use
the image similarity, SeqSLAM uses image differences for
matching.
Another approach that aims to deal with changes in the
environment was proposed in [5]. This approach creates and
constructs an association graph that relates images in differ-
ent conditions that is used to compute the network flows in
order to generate multiple vehicle route hypotheses. In addi-
tion, the image HOG descriptors have been adapted into the
approach of Naseer et al. [5]. In [28], an approach that works
on learning some useful features using multiple experiences
in crowded urban environments was developed.
However, with the advances, particularly in terms of per-
formance, of theCNNmodels in image classification [29,30].
The CNN-based VPR approaches [3,4,10,13] were able to
outperform the existing handcrafted-based VPR ones. In
general, such a system works on extracting the output of a
specific layer, and a classifier such as the Softmax, K-NN or
SVM is used to find the most similar reference image. Such
approaches that extract features from a single CNN layer
are not able to deal with multiple challenges like changes in
appearance and viewpoint simultaneously. As shown in the
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previous section and experimentally proved in the computer
vision and the place recognition literatures [11,15,18,31,32],
a single CNN layer responds to a certain visual attribute.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, many meth-
ods try to integrate features from multiple layers. The
approach proposed in [16] extracts the features from the
Max-pooling layer for the first five convolution blocks of
the VGG-16. These extracted feature vectors are first padded
to the same size. Then, the input image is represented by
one vector whose elements are produced by summing up the
values of the corresponding indexes in the extracted five vec-
tors. In this approach, the similarity between the reference
and the test images is obtained using three fully connected
layers that were trained using the Cosine similarity. A multi-
process fusion approach was proposed in [17]. It represents
each image by four vectors. The first two are produced using
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) and HOG descriptors.
The last two are extracted from theConv-5 ofHybridNet, one
using pyramid spatial pooling, while the second using spa-
tial coordinates of maximum activations. The test image is
finally classified using the most similar one from the refer-
ence images.
The second set, which is aligned with the global-in and
local-out, works on detecting and using the image’s most
important representative information (landmarks/salient
regions). One of the state-of-the-art VPR model is known
as NetVLAD [10], which integrates the VLAD as a CNN
layer. A weakly supervised ranking loss was used in the
training procedure for obtaining the values of the archi-
tecture’s parameters in an end-to-end manner. Overall, the
NetVLAD achieved quite good performance as compared
with non-learned image representations and off-the-shelf
CNN descriptors.
Only Look Once is an approach that aims to over-
come the viewpoint challenge was presented in [4]. This
approach constructs some landmarks from the output of the
last convolutional layer of a pre-trained VGG16, maps the
detected landmarks activations of the used convolutional
layer using the previous convolutional layer, and uses the
BOW technique to encode the image’s landmarks. Then, the
cosine similarity is used to find the mutual matching of the
test image’s landmarks against the reference images. This
method, i.e., Only Look Once, uses very deep CNN models
to improve the performance that increases the computational
cost of such systems, and as shown in our experimental inves-
tigation, its performance degraded when the used dataset has
multiple challenging problems.
A similar approach was developed recently in [3] and
called Holistic visual place recognition. It works on obtain-
ing the feature maps and identifies the salient regions (ROI)
from the third convolution layer of the AlexNet model. Every
two or more neighbors in that layer are considered as ROI
if they have approximately similar responses. Then, it uses
the VLAD to encode the extracted regions. The Holistic
approach uses the cosine distance to compare the similarity
of the test image with all the reference images and conse-
quently finding the best-matched reference image.
More recent methods that aim to eliminate the need for
training, or only speed up the training of the usedCNNmodel
were recently proposed. For instance, an approach named
CoHOG was presented in [33]. It uses the image entropy
and “HOG” descriptor to extract and represent the regions of
interest in the image. The image entropy is used to identify the
most promising regions of interest,where eachof the detected
regions is represented by the HOG descriptor. Then, the best-
matched region in the reference images is found for each of
the query’s regions using the Softmax. Finally, the most sim-
ilar reference image is the one that has the highest mean of its
regions similaritywith the query’s regions.Another approach
proposed in [34] uses the AlexNet365 model. The approach
is called CAMAL, and it extracts the salient regions that may
be changed due to the weather conditions and/or viewpoints
while ignoring the salient regions of what they called “con-
fusing instances” such as the sky and moving objects. Then,
the VLAD descriptor is obtained for the extracted regions
that will be fed into the fully layers to find the most similar
reference image.
Our proposal is built on the idea that integratingmore than
one CNN layer can solve the problem of multiple challenges.
Recalling the approaches reviewed above, most of them try
using a single CNN layer to improve the performance of the
VPR system [11,15,18,31,32]. More recent works such as
[16,17] use two neighbor layers in order to facilitate the ROI
feature extraction process. Other works use features from
very deep CNN layers like [3–5,16,17]. Recently, a model
called CAMAL [34] that uses very few layers and is able to
perform comparatively to the mentioned very deep models
against certain visual challenges was developed. However, it
has been reported that all mentioned approaches are not able
to deal with multiple challenges like changes in appearance
and viewpoint simultaneously.
The proposed approach ensembles the advantages of using
a lightCNNmodel, uses a few layers, by reducing the training
and testing complexity,with the ability tomerge two different
layers, one from the middle and another from the last layers,
tomeetmultiple visual challenges, viewpoint and appearance
changes in particular. The model AlexNet365 is adopted, the
layers (“Conv3”) and (“Pool5”) are selected to provide the
region of interest features ROIs. As these layers are of dif-
ferent sizes, PCA is used to unify the dimensions of the ROI
features. FV encoding is used to provide a compact repre-
sentation of the features and improve computation efficiency.
The proposed approach has the ability to efficiently handle
multiple challenging problems when occurring concurrently.
A DTW matching stage is added at the end to improve the
final decision precision. The overall performance of the pro-
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Fig. 2 The architecture of the AlexNet365 CNN model
posal is experimentally found to be superior to the ones of
the state-of-the-art methods as shown in Section 4.
3 The Proposed VPR Technique
The proposed approach uses the “AlexNet365” CNN model
as it contains very few convolutional layers. It is lighter (less
number of layers) compared to other very deep models such
as VGG-16 and ResNet while having the ability to achieve
better performance and outperform the mentioned models
when used for VPR. The “AlexNet365” model consists of
five convolutional layers, see Fig. 2. The first, second and
fifth layers are followed by max pool layers. Each of the
convolutional and pooling layers is followed by activation
layers, and three fully connected layers at the end of this
structure. In addition, the first convolutional layer consists
of 96 feature maps, where each of the first and third pool,
in addition to the second and fifth convolutional layers, con-
sisted of 256 feature maps. Whereas each of the rest layers
consists of 384 feature maps. Furthermore, each of the first
and second fully connected layers has 4096 nodes, and the
last layer (SoftMax) has 1000 nodes.
The functionality of our proposed approach, as shown in
Fig. 3, starts flowing when the input image is applied to
the network. Then, the layer computation is propagated for-
ward, where the activities of the layers “Conv3” and “Pool5”
are calculated. After that, the ROIs are extracted from the
selected two layers. The activations of these two layers are
stacked in a single vector descriptor for each image. These
local descriptor vectors are encoded and represented using
FV-based visual code-book. This representation will be used
later for making the recognition decision. The major stages
of the proposed method are presented in the following sub-
section.
3.1 ROI Identification and Collaborative Layers
The regions of interest (ROIs) are the discriminative regions
extracted from the output of a selected layer(s). Extracting
ROIs is categorized as Global-in and Local-out, where the
entire image is supplied as an input to the CNN, and several
regions (ROIs) are detected and extracted for each feature
maps (sub-layer). ROIs are extracted based on the similarity
of the activation’s value a pi between the neighbors, i.e., each
two or more neighbors are considered as ROI if they have
approximately similar responses. Assume a CNN layer con-
tains Z feature maps, then every ROI is represented using
a Z -vector R. Consequently, the i th region extracted from
the Lth layer is represented using the descriptor vector RL,i
where i ∈ {1, . . . , NL}. Here, NL is the number of ROI
extracted from the Lth layer. The set of ROI descriptors are
compactly represented using the array R whose rows are
RTL,i .
In this work, we have adapted the “AlexNet365” archi-
tecture, depicted in Fig. 2, and we are using two layers to
extract the ROIs. The first one is the “Conv3” which is the
third convolutional layer. Its size is equal to 13 × 13 × 384,
let here the number of maps is ZC3 = 384. The second layer
is “Pool5,” which is the last layer before the fully connected
layers. Its size is 6 × 6 × 256, here ZP5 = 256 . The num-
ber of ROIs extracted from the “Conv3” and “Pool5” are
NC3 and NP5, respectively, both values are selected to be
NC3 = NP5 = 400.
Readers who are interested in more details about the
process of extracting the ROIs, may refer to the object recog-
nition works in computer vision literature like [35–37], and
to the VPR literature like [3,16,17,34]. We have investigated
the performance when extracting the ROIs and found exper-
imentally that NC3 = NP5 = 400. By this selection, each
ROI is represented by a vector of size 384 for the “Conv3” and
of size 256 for the “Pool5.” Then, the results are aggregated
to formulate one descriptor arrayRC3 whose dimensions are
400 × 384 for the “Conv3,” and RP5 of size 400 × 256 for
the “Pool5.”
As the numbers of columns are different in each descriptor
due to the different sizes of the layers, we apply a PCA-
based encoding method to reduce the dimensions of theRC3
descriptor from 384 to 256 to become equal to the number of
columns of RP5. Similar PCA process is applied to RP5 to
represent it in the eigenspace as well. The new dimensions
are kept same as 256 without reduction. It is worth noting
that we have built the PCA spaces using a separated dataset
consisting of 2.6K images collected from Query247 [38],
St. Lucia [39] and Mapillary [4,40] as detailed in [3]. This
dataset contains images captured under different conditions
during the day, night and many appearance changes.
Finally, the resulted descriptors of the two combined lay-
ers were concatenated to formulate a descriptor array Dt with
a size of 800× 256 for the t th image, where each row in this
array represents a descriptor Rt, j , and j ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }. Here,
Nt is the total number of descriptors for each image, and it
is selected here as Nt = 800. In other words, in this step, we
perform a simple combination between the features extracted
from the “Conv3” and “Pool5” layers. It is done by simply
concatenating the descriptors RC3 and RP5. Finally, each
image in the test and reference sequences is represented by
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Fig. 3 The proposed visual place recognition. In this proposal, features
are extracted from the layers “Conv3” and “Pool5.” Regions of inter-
est are extracted from these two layers. Following, the PCA is used
to unify the dimensionality of the selected region, which will be fur-
ther encoded and represented using the FV-based visual codebook. This
representation is used for making the recognition decision
a similar descriptor array Dt . As shown in Fig. 1, the ROI
extracted from the layers Conv3 and Pool5 refer to different
kinds of features in the images, where Conv3 is about finding
general features in the target image, so it can detect small or
parts of the objects shown in the image like trees or roads.
However, for Pool5, it is clear that this layer can detect more
semantic features like a whole tree, a bigger part of the road
or the whole factory shown in the middle of the image. Con-
sequently, the two layers focus on a different level of features
depends on their depth in the network. That is whatmakes the
combination of ROIs extracted from those two layers able to
bridge the gaps found using each layer separately. For exam-
ple, the Conv4 layer, which comes just after the layer Conv3,
has a similar level of extractedROI features to those extracted
from Conv3, as shown in Fig. 1. So, using a combination of
these two layers will not enhance the recognition capability
any more. Sometimes it would produce worse performance
as presented in the experiments section.
3.2 FV-based Features Encoding
As mentioned in the computer vision and robotic literature,
encoding the extracted deep features can empower its capa-
bility to handle the recognition challenges. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate using the
FV encoding for VPR approaches. FV has the advantage of
providing smoother and less quantization errors than VLAD
and Bag of Words. To do so, the descriptor generated from
the previous step (PCA), i.e., Dt is fed into the GMMmodel
which was built based on the same dataset that was used to
build the PCA space. This step provides us the main com-
ponents of the GMM, i.e., the weight (ωc), mean (μc) and
covariance (c) for each of the GMM’s cluster (c). These
components can be described as λ = {ωc, μc, c}, where
c = 1, . . . , Nc, and Nc is the number of clusters which is set
to 128 in this work.
Both of the training and testing datasets are represented
using FV. For each element in the feature vector Rt, j , the
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where d ∈ {1, . . . , N } represents the elements of the vector,
and N is equal to the number of the PCA components, i.e.,
256. The posterior probability Pr (c|Rt, j , λ) of each cluster
is given as
Pr (c|Rt, j , λ) = ωcg(Rt, j |μc, c)∑Nc
n=1 ωng(Rt, j |μn, n)
; (3)
Here, g(Rt, j |μ,) is the Gaussian density function. As a
result, for each image, the calculated components are con-
catenated to formulate the final fisher vector illustrated as
Φ(I ) = [. . . , uc, . . . , vc, . . .]T . (4)
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The length of this vector equals Nc × Nt × 2, where, as
mentioned previously, Nc is 128 and Nt is the number of the
extracted ROIs, which is in our case equal to 800. Then, the
improved version of FV’s vector is generated using the square
root normalization followed by L2 normalization applied on
Φ(t).
As soon as the input image is represented using the FV
representation, it is supplied to the last stage (classifier) to
find out its label or matching place. We proposed to use the
DTW as the system classifier (or matching algorithm).
3.3 Descriptor Matching and Recognition Decision
Finally, the system has a decision on whether it is a prior
visited place or a newplace. In thiswork,we use theDynamic
Time Warping (DTW) algorithm for aligning the reference
with the test image sequences and then make the decision.
The decision process is done using the Dijkstra algorithm
in the Max Flow network algorithm [5]. Sum of absolute
differences (SAD) is used along with the Nearest Neighbor
Algorithm (NNA) in SeqSLAM. Matching using NNA is also
used by the Only Look Once, Holistic and CAMAL, they
employ the same cosine similarity adopted by our proposal,
which is illustrated in Eq. (5).
In the proposed approach, the similaritymatrix S in Eq. (5)
is filled by the cosine similarity of each of the test imageswith
each of the reference images using their FV representation
Φ(i) and Φ( j), respectively.
S(i, j) = Φ(i)
T · Φ( j)
‖Φ(i)‖‖Φ( j)‖ . (5)
Next is to fill the accumulating similarity matrix Acc which
represents the sumof the similarity between currentmatching
two images and the maximum of the cumulative similarity of
the neighboring images. Finally, DTWworks on detecting an
optimal path ofmatches, which is the result of backward trac-
ing in thematrix Acc choosing the previous elements with the
highest cumulative similarity. Readers may refer to Hafez et
al. [13,41] formore information about the sequencematching
using DTW algorithm.
4 Experimental Evaluation and Analysis
We present in this section our experimental work and
other implementation and evaluation details. In the con-
ducted experiments, we compare our proposed method with
the state-of-the-art VPR methods. This comparison is con-
ducted over multiple datasets including “Garden Point” and
“Berlin_A100.” These datasets are detailed in Sect. 4.1, fol-
lowed by the evaluation measures in Sect. 4.2 that were used
to state the obtained results in Sects. 4.3–4.5. The FV imple-
mentation is adopted from the VLfeat library [42], which is
built based on the FV work published in [19].
4.1 Benchmark Datasets
The main challenges and benchmarks in VPR systems can
be stated as the illumination, viewpoint and dynamic objects.
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed
approach against these challenges, four different datasets
were used. These datasets are Garden Point (the three possi-
ble combinations) and Berlin_A100 datasets.
The Garden point dataset consists of three different
sequences, each of which consists of 200 images. The first
sequence is called “day_left” which was collected by walk-
ing on the left side of a route inside the “QUT” campus.
The second one is called “day_right” that has been gath-
ered from the right side of the same mentioned route. The
third one was also collected on the right side but at night,
and it is called “night_right.” Hence, this dataset covers both
“Illuminations and Viewpoint” challenges. In particular, the
combination of “day_left vs day_right” sequences covers the
viewpoint challenge, while the “day_right vs night_right”
covers the illumination challenge, and finally bothmentioned
challenges are covered by the combination of “day_left Vs
night_right.”
The fourth dataset used in this paper is “Berlin_A100.”
This dataset was collected by different drivers for the same
route at different times which gives a variety in terms of
appearance, dynamic objects (clouds, cars, trees, etc.) and
viewpoint.
4.2 EvaluationMeasures
The precision–recall curve (PRC), area under curve (AUC),
F1Score, mean average precision (mAP) and mean error
are used in this work to evaluate our proposal. The PRC
shows the precision P and recall R values for certain val-
ues of a selected setting parameter. They are given as P =
TP/(TP + FP) and R = TP/(TP + FN). Here, TP stands
for the true positives, i.e., the number of matched images, FP
equal is the false positives that refers to the number of queries
matchedwith thewrong reference images, and FN is the false
negative that represents the images classified as non-matched
despite the fact they have corresponding images in the refer-
ence set. The number of the frames used in our experiments
to consider the match as a TP is equal to 4 frames.







(Ri+1 − Ri ). (6)
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F1Score which is a weighted average of precision and recall,
which takes into account both false positives and false neg-
atives, was also used and can be calculated as
F1Score = 2 × (P × R)/(P + R).
Mean average precision (mAP) represents the mean of aver-
age precision (AP), which is calculated by using the area
under the precision–recall curve. The mAP measure can be





where I is the number of images in the testing set and AP (qi )
is the average precision for the i th query (image).
The mean error (the mean of the differences between the
test images and the corresponding ground truth) given in
frames are also used in the third set of experiments to show
the superiority of Our Approach over other VPR methods.
For all mentioned measures, a higher value means a better
performance, except for the mean error where the situation
is the opposite.
Implementation details are summarized in Table 1. The
information of the CNN structure and its main hyper-
parameters for our approach and the other encoding-based
algorithms are illustrated in the table. Note that all models
are pre-trained ones. Also, bothMaxFlow and SeqSlamwere
not added to the table as they are not encoding-based algo-
rithms, i.e., they have no CNN model.
4.3 Exploring the ROIs from Different CNN Layers
In this experiment, we compare the performance of three
types of features in order to show the superiority of our pro-
posed features. These types are FV-based encodedROIs deep
features extracted from the Conv3 and Pool5 layers individ-
ually, the combinations of them in one descriptor denoted
as Our Approach, and FV-based encoded features extracted
directly from these two layers but without using any ROI.
Table 2 shows the AUC score resulted from testing the
above mentioned methods over different datasets. It shows
that combining the features from two layers, one from the
middle and the another from the last layers, improves the
system ability to handle multiple visual challenges. The
Pool5 layer has achieved better performance when ROI are
extracted from the feature maps of this layer. This is due to
the semantic information included in the last layers which
were detected and extracted by the ROI method. On the
other hand, extracting ROIs fromConv3 improves the perfor-
mance when there are changes in the dynamic objects like
(Berlin_A100). But for the other datasets, extracting ROIs
from Conv3 layer has degraded the performance. This is due
to the fact that the middle layers have more general features,
and extracting ROIs will not give meaningful (semantic)
information, but at the same time, it will ignore the dynamic
objects, which explains the improvement in the performance
for (Berlin_A100).
However, testing over datasets that contain both view-
point and illumination changes like “day_left vs night_right”
and “Berlin_A100” has shown that none of the selected
layers individually is able to outperform Our Approach.
Testing over the “day_left vs night_right” dataset is shown
in Fig. 4, while testing over the “Berlin_A100” dataset is
shown in Fig. 5 . For the “day_left vs day_right” experi-
ment, Our Approach has outperformed other methods. For
“Berlin_A100” experiment, Conv3 with FV and ROI has
achieved a little bit better performance. This is due to the
fact that Pool5 is more likely to give attention to the dynamic
objects. However, it can be noticed that Our Approach has
achieved generally better and more stable performance for
all used datasets.
4.4 Comparison with PreviousVPR Approaches
In this set of experiments, we evaluated our approach by
comparing its performance with some state-of-the-art VPR
approaches, particularly with Holistic, NetVLAD, CAMAL
and Only Look Once. These are using different CNN archi-
tectures and pre-trained using different datasets as shown
in Table 1. They are classified as “Image to Sequence”
approaches. Also, they use ROI extracted from deep feature
maps, and apply an encoding method for the representation
of the feature extracted as ROIs. Besides, we compared Our
Approach against SeqSLAM [1], and the Max Flow-based
algorithmwhich proposed in [5], where both are classified as
“Sequence to Sequence” approaches. The comparison results
are shown in Tables 3 and 4 and in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. In
addition, Table 3 illustrates theAUC results for all mentioned
approaches, and Table 4 represents their F1-score.
Note that in this set of experiments, the Only Look Once
and Holistic implementation and evaluation were achieved
through using the code published by the respective authors
without any changes. For CAMAL, we use the same ROI
extraction method used by Holistic, as mentioned by the
authors. We implemented the rest of the CAMAL based on
the information given in their published paper where the ROI
extracted from Conv3 and Conv4 of the HybridNet CNN
architecturewere combined. In addition, SeqSLAM was eval-
uated based on the OpenSeqSLAM Matlab implementation
[43] with the default parameters where the number of the
sequential frames is equal to five, and the best trajectory is
the one with the minimum score throughout the detected tra-
jectories. The Max Flow algorithm was built by us using
the “NetworkX” Python Library [44] for building the graph,
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Table 1 Implementation details of the used CNN
Approach CNN Pre-training dataset #Layers #Employed layers Codebook size #ROI
Only look once VGG16 ImageNet 16 Conv5_2 + Conv5_3 10,000 200
Holistic AlexNet365 Places365 8 Conv3 256 400
CAMAL HybridNet ImageNet + SPED 9 Conv3 + Conv4 128 600
Our Approach AlexNet365 Places365 8 Conv3 + Pool5 128 800
Table 2 The AUC resulted from testing the various feature selection methods over different datasets
Dataset AUC − Threshold = 4 Frames
Conv3_FV Conv3_ROI_FV Pool5_FV Pool5_ROI_FV Our approach
Day_left vs day_right 0.998 0.986 0.989 0.990 1.000
Day_right vs night_right 0.933 0.844 0.914 0.985 0.947
Day_left vs night_right 0.824 0.816 0.847 0.718 0.888
Berlin_A100 0.792 0.908 0.706 0.793 0.813
Bold values indicate a higher value of the performance measure
Fig. 4 PR curve resulted from testing the five different cases mentioned in Sect. 4.3 over the Garden Point dataset (day left vs night right). In all
cases, descriptors are encoded with FV
Table 3 The AUC resulted from testing the various VPR methods over different datasets
Dataset AUC − Threshold = 4 Frames
Only look once Holistic NetVLAD CAMAL SeqSLAM MaxFlow-Hog Our approach
Day_left vs night_right 0.774 0.711 0.831 0.490 0.089 0.479 0.888
Berlin_A100 0.740 0.654 0.651 0.664 0.265 0.669 0.813
Bold values indicate a higher value of the performance measure
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Fig. 5 PR curve resulted from testing the five different cases mentioned in Sect. 4.3 over the Berlin_A100 dataset. In all cases, descriptors are
encoded with FV
Table 4 The F1-score resulted from testing the various VPR methods over different datasets.
Dataset F1-score − Threshold = 4 Frames
Only look once Holistic NetVLAD CAMAL SeqSLAM MaxFlow-Hog Our approach
Day_left vs night_right 0.714 0.718 0.799 0.587 0.183 0.719 0.947
Berlin_A100 0.724 0.694 0.773 0.754 0.353 0.745 0.787
Bold values indicate a higher value of the performance measure
Table 5 The mean error resulted from testing the various VPR methods over different datasets
Dataset Mean error (frame)
Only look once Holistic NetVLAD CAMAL SeqSLAM MaxFlow-Hog Our approach
Day_left vs night_right 21.015 22.745 18.545 33.875 57.000 7.058 1.832
Berlin_A100 8.610 7.790 6.518 6.086 20.629 3.980 3.491
Bold values indicate a higher value of the performance measure
and the “Dijkstra” algorithm existed in the same mentioned
library is used to find the best path.
Based on the results depicted in Tables 3 and 4, Our
Approach has outperformed the other methods. The exper-
iments shown in Figs. 6 and 7 show also this, it is clear
that all other approaches including Only Look Once failed to
achieve higher or comparable results to Our Approach. This
is due to the fact that Only Look Once, NetVLAD and Holis-
tic use features extracted from one convolutional layer which
make them immutable for the multi-challenge datasets. Even
though CAMAL uses two convolutional layers, it is still
not able to show comparable results to other approaches
including ours.Moreover,CAMAL has performedworse than
Holistic and Only Look Once as demonstrated in Fig. 6, this
is due to the fact that CAMAL combines features from two
successive layers, which makes the extracted ROI from these
two layers being very similar. If, for example, a meaningless
ROI were extracted from the first layer, it may also be found
and extracted from the next one, which may make the final
combination worse in several cases.
Also, Our Approach was compared against the SeqSLAM
and Max Flow VPR methods where Max Flow was com-
bined with handcrafted features (HoG). Our Approach has
outperformed the SeqSLAM and Max Flow-based Hog fea-
tures for all datasets, see Figs. 8 and 9 and Tables 3 and 4.
SeqSLAM fails in such scenarios where there are differences
between the reference and test sequences either in the view-
point or the appearance. A further novel finding is that Our
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Fig. 6 The PRC resulted from comparing Our Approach with Holistic, NetVLAD, CAMAL and Only Look once VPR approaches over the Garden
Point dataset (Day left vs Night right)
Fig. 7 The PRC resulted from comparing Our Approach with Holistic, NetVLAD, CAMAL and Only Look once VPR approaches over the
Berlin_A100 dataset
Approach, as shown in Table 3, is more robust when multi-
ple challenges are shown in the same dataset, while the other
approaches dropped rapidly when multiple challenges are
fused in the dataset, so, even though that Max Flow-based
algorithm combined with the features extracted from the
VGG16 has achieved a slightly higher performance thanOur
Approach in two of four experiments, but for Berlin_A100 it
drops quiet below, see Fig. 10. This is due to the fact that there
is no ROI extraction phase in this algorithm which makes the
dynamic objects existing in Berlin_A100 dataset affect the
performance as explained earlier in Sect. 4.3. However, the
overall PR-Curve of Our Approach, even for high recall val-
ues, is still higher than Max Flow.
4.5 Error Analysis in VPR Approaches
In the VPR approaches, it is very important to take into
account the error occurring when retrieving the wrong refer-
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Fig. 8 The PRC resulted from comparing Our Approach with Max Flow, which uses Deep (VGG16) and (HoG) features, and with the SeqSLAM
VPR method over the Garden Point dataset (Day right vs Night right)
Fig. 9 The PRC resulted from comparing Our Approach with Max Flow, which uses Deep (VGG16) and (HoG) features, and with the SeqSLAM
VPR method over the Garden Point dataset (Day left vs Night right)
ence image, where a lower error means that even if the used
method retrieved a false reference, it may not lead to bad
consequences in terms of the localization task. This is due to
the fact that the localization component still has the ability
to detect a very close location to the ground truth.
As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, multiple queries (Test
images) from theGardenPoint (Night right) andBerlin_A100
(Test) sequences are shown, respectively, in addition to the
ground truth for those queries (Day left and Reference
Sequences for the Garden Point and Berlin_A100, respec-
tively), and the retrieved images by the algorithmsmentioned
on the left side of each row in the figures. The error, given in
frames, between the retrieved image and the ground truth is
shown in red below each of the retrieved images. For these
examples, it is clear that the sequence-to-sequence methods
includingOur Approach andMax Flow achieved lower error
than the image-to-image methods. For SeqSLAM, the fea-
tures were extracted directly from the images using a simple
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Fig. 10 The PRC resulted from comparing Our Approach withMax Flow, which uses Deep (VGG16) and (HoG) features, and with the SeqSLAM
VPR method over the Berlin_A100 dataset
Fig. 11 The retrieved images by the different VPR methods including
ours with the Garden Point dataset (day left vs night right). The first row
represents the test images, the second row represents the ground truth,
while the other rows of images represent the retrieved images according
to the algorithms mentioned on the left side. The values in red shown
below the images are equal to the difference in frames between the
retrieved image and the ground truth value
down-scale sampling and contrast normalization, this makes
it vulnerable for strong changes in conditions existed in the
used datasets. Also, the overall mean error, as depicted in
Table 5, leads to similar conclusion where theMax Flow and
Our Approach gave much lower error than the other meth-
ods, and this is due to the fact that the information laid in the
sequence is very important in the VPR problem [1].
5 Conclusion Remarks
Despite the VPR work made over the last decade with CNN
models, there are still much more to figure out about these
models. In this work, we took a step toward understanding
the behavior of the different CNN layers according to their
depth. A novel VPR approach is presented in this paper. It
extracts ROI from two CNN layers laid in the mid and the
end of the AlexNet365 model. Those regions were combined
to collaborate and take the advantage of both mentioned lay-
ers after a PCA step in order to solve the multi-challenge
datasets problem. Then, it is encoded with the FV encoding
scheme to be fed later into the DTW algorithm. Experimen-
tal works using two challenging datasets, i.e., “Garden point”
and “Berlin A100” showed that this approach has achieved
the most robust results in terms of AUC, F1-score and mean
error among the other VPRmethods. For instance, it achieves
using the area under curve (AUC) measures an average of
91% in comparison with 86% for Max Flow and 72% for
CAMAL. A future research may investigate the possibility
of using a lower number of PCA components which can
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Fig. 12 The retrieved images by the different VPR methods including
ours with the Berlin_A100 dataset. The first row represents the test
images, the second row represents the ground truth, while the other rows
of images represent the retrieved images according to the algorithms
mentioned on the left side. The values in red shown below the images
are equal to the difference in frames between the retrieved image and
the ground truth value
give the same or better performance than the current one.
Also, exploring the differences among the CNN architec-
tures in terms of combining features from two layers through
each CNNmodel and noticing the differences between them,
which would be desirable for future work.
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